Fall 2014

December 5: Public Speaking and Business & Professional Contest

The Public Speaking Contest featured student-generated speeches from the university-wide public speaking course. Winners of the event were:

1st Place - Sydnie Pennington
   Topic - Rosie the Riveter
   Style - Informative Speech

2nd Place - Eliza Fetter
   Topic - Sexual Assault Prevention
   Style - Ceremonial Speech

3rd Place - Don Crawford
   Topic - Abraham Lincoln and the Emancipation Proclamation
   Style - Informative Speech

The Business & Professional Contest featured student researched and generated posters and presentations from the Business & Professional class sections. Winners of the event were:
1st Place - Haley Citrone, Jill Purcell, Patrick Bacza, Garrett DeOre and Matt Lennert
Poster Topic - Nestle

2nd Place - Brain Hawley, Allessandra Miller, Brianna Foster, Tyler Hamilton
Poster Topic - P&G

3rd Place - Amber Fitcher, Jon Drozd, Carly Cappelli, Kevin Berger, and Spencer Bergstein
Poster Topic - Carnival

Spring 2014

Lambda Pi Eta Induction Ceremony

APRIL 11th: The Lambda Pi Eta Induction Ceremony occurred on April 11th, 2014. Guest speaker Dr. Gail T. Fairhurst, of the University of Cincinnati, gave a lecture titled "(Re)Framing: Creating Meaning and Dialogue." After the lecture, Ashley Cyprowski, President of Lambda Pi Eta (LPE), Sierra Lilac, Vice President, and Jayne R. Katherman, Secretary, invited the 2014 LPE inductees to come forward and be welcomed by the Communication and Rhetorical Studies Faculty to the LPE Organization.


Award Recipients:

- Scholar Award for Communication Excellence in Ethics Education for the Mind, Heart, and Spirit - Dr. Gail T. Fairhurst
- Wilhelm Wurtzer Award for Scholarship - David Deluliis (Graduate Student)
- D. Clark Edwards Service Award - Jeff Lohr (Graduate Student)
- Richard H. Thames Teaching Award - Hongchao Qian (Graduate Student)